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ROLANDO ARCADIO MASM.
JDSTO Llfld IODO del PUERTO

-*711^- 5^^)
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

Enclosed is a copy of Department letter 
6/21/$9* Nor your information the memorandum dated 
6/5/59 referred to therein contained data set forth 
in your teletype dated 6/4/59 re Anti-Ridel Castro 
Activities* A copy of the 6/5/59 memorandum is enclosed*

In view of the possible violations referred to in the 
Department's letter? you 'should immediately institute an 
investigation aimed at obtaining legally admissible evidence 
which would prove the allegations* Obtain signed statements 
wherever possible* You should submit your recommendations 
relative to making RSI Vernancio Lopes Sosa and 2>&I Robert 
Williams available to the Department as witnesses in this matter, 
In the event yau recommend against such action? you should 
endeavor to develop other sources who will be able to testify

. to the same information* You should endeavor to determine the 
identities of those involved? the source of their funds and 
the details of their activities* Endeavor to determine if the 
planes to oe utilised in this matter were actually obtained 
and disguised as indicated*

You should consider an interview with Jaffee 
concerning the allegation that he flew arms from Miami to (Juba? 
it being noted that Jaffee has furnished information to your 
office in the recent past* You should also endeavor to obtain 
independent verification of the allegation that he made such 
a flight* Consideration should, be given to an interview with
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